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ACRONYMNS 
ACRONYM DESCRIPTION 

APP Adaptive Planning Process or Annual Performance Plan 

AMD Acid Mine Drainage 

ARA-Sul Aqua Regional Association – South (Mozambique) 

AWARD Association for Water and Rural Development 

COGTA Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs 

CL Compulsory Licensing 

CM Compliance monitoring 

CMA Catchment Management Agency 

CME Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement 

CMF Catchment Management Forum 

CMS Catchment Management Strategy 

COSO Committee of Sponsoring Organisation 

CROCOC Crocodile River Operations Committee 

CSIR Centre for Scientific and Industrial Research 

D & I Domestic and Industrial Use 

DDG Deputy Director General 

DSS Decision Support System 

DNA National Department of Water Affairs in Mozambique 

DME National Department of Minerals an Energy 

DMS Decision Making System 

DORA Division of Revenue Act 

DPSA Department of Public Service and Administration 

DWA Department of Water Affairs 

EE Employment Equity 

EEA Employment Equity Act 

EEP Employment Equity Plan 

EIA Environmental Impact Assessment 

EMPR Environmental Management Programme Report 

ER Ecological Reserve  

EWR Environmental Water Requirement 

EWSETA Energy and Water Skills Education Training Authorithy 

GA General Authorisation 

GB Governing Board 

GIS Geographical Information Systems 
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GWP Global Water Partnership 

HDI’s Historically Disadvantaged Individuals 

HYCOS Hydrological Cycle Observing System 

HYDSTRA Surface Hydrology Information System 

IAAP Implementation Activity and Action Plan 

IAP’s Invasive Alien Plants 

I & P Institution and Participation 

IB Irrigation Board 

IBWiWC Inter Basin Women in Water Conference 

ICC International Convention Centre 

ICMA Inkomati Catchment Management Agency 

IGR Inter-Governmental Relations 

IDPs Integrated Development Plans 

IFR In-Stream Flow Requirement 

IIF Inkomati Irrigation Forum 

IIMA Interim Inco-Maputo Agreement 

INBO International Basin Organisation 

IRR Internal Rate of Return 

ISOTG Inkomati Systems Operations Task Group 

IS Information Systems 

IT Information Technology 

IWA International Water Association 

IWAAS Inkomati Water Availability Assessment Study 

IWMA Inkomati Water Management Area 

IWRM Integrated Water Resources Management 

IUCMA Inkomati-Usuthu Catchment Management Agency 

JACANA Joint Approaches for Catchment Netherlands and South Africa 

KJOF Komati Joint Operations Forum 

KNP Kruger National Park 

KOBWA Komati Basin Water Authority 

KRBA Komati River Basin Authority 

LM Local Municipality 

MAR Mean Annual Runoff 

MCCAW Mpumalanga Coordinating Committee on Water Use 

MDALA Mpumalanga Department of  Agriculture and Land Administration 
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MOA Memorandum of Agreement 

MSF Mpumalanga Spatial Framework 

MTEF Medium Term Expenditure Framework 

MTPA Mpumalanga Tourism and Parks Agency 

MTSF Medium Term Strategic Framework 

MWF Mpumalanga Wetland Forum 

NFEPA National Freshwater Ecosystems Priority Areas 

NGO Non-Governmental Organization 

NWA National Water Act, Act 36 of 1998 

NWRI National Water Resources Infrastructure 

NWRIA National Water Resources Infrastructure Agency 

REMCO River and Environmental Management Cooperation 

NWRS National Water Resources Strategy 

OHS Occupational Health and Safety 

OP Operational Plan 

OR Operating Rules 

OSD Occupation Specific Dispensation 

PA Performance Agreements 

PCC Project Coordinating Committee 

PFMA Public Finance Management Act 

PGDS Provincial Growth and Development Strategies 

PMDS Performance Management and Development System 

PRIMA Progressive Realisation of the Inco-Maputo Agreement 

PSP Professional Service Provider 

RDM Resource direct Measures 

REMP River Eco-status Monitoring Programme 

RHP River Health Programme 

RMC Risk Management Committee 

ROR River Operating Rules 

RPF Resource Poor Farmers 

RQO Resource Quality Objectives 

RWQOs Resource Water Quality Objectives 

SADC Southern African Development Community 

SAM Strategic Adaptive Management 

SANBI South African National Biodiversity Institute 
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SANCIAHS 
South African National Committee on Implementing Applied Hydrological 

Sciences 

SANCOLD South African National Convention on Large Dams 

SANPARKS South African National Parks 

SASRI South African Sugar Research Institute 

SCM Supply Chain Management 

SDC Source Directed Controls 

SDP Spatial Development Plans 

SFRA Stream Flow Reduction Activity 

SG Surveyor General 

SLA Service Level Agreement 

SMME Small Medium Micro Enterprises 

SP Strategic Plan 

STEEP Social, Technological, Ecological, Economic, Political 

TOR Terms of Reference 

TPTC Tri-Partite Permanent Technical Committee 

TSB Transvaal Sugar Board 

UCMF Usuthu Catchment Management Forum 

UWAAS Usuthu Water Availability Assessment Study 

VSTEEP Values, Social, Technological, Ecological, Economic, Political 

WAP Water Allocation Plan 

WARMS Water Authorisation and Registration Management System 

WAR Water Allocation Reform 

WC/DM Water Conservation /Demand Management 

WDCS Waste Discharge Charge System 

WISA Water Institute of South Africa 

WMA Water Management Area 

WMI Water Management Institution 

WMS Water Management System 

WRC Water Research Commission 

WRM Water Resource Management 

WReMP Water Resources Management Platform 

WRIM Water Resources Information Management 

WRP&C Water Resources Planning and Coordination 

WRU Water Resources Utilisation 
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WSDP Water Services Development Plan 

WSP Water Services Plan 

WUA Water Users Association 

WUAAAC Water Use Application Authorisation Assessment Committee 

WULA Water Use Licence Application 

WTW Water Treatment Works 

WWTW Waste Water Treatment Works 
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CHAIRPERSON’S STATEMENT    
 
Introduction 
 
This Annual Report for 2015/16 is submitted with great 
pleasure, enthusiasm and confidence to the Inkomati-
Usuthu Catchment Management Agency (IUCMA). The 
theme for the last financial year was “Flowing 
Momentum”. 
 
Strategic Change 
 
Following the delegation of the powers and functions to the 
IUCMA on 15 January 2015 by the Minister of Water and 
Sanitation, that included the Responsible Authority powers 
and functions in Chapter 4 of the National Water Act 36 of 
1998, the IUCMA complied with all the conditions that 
were set by the Minister. These conditions included access 
to the Water Authorisation Registration Management 
System (WARMS) of the Department of Water and 
Sanitation (DWS), a protocol/an action plan to coordinate 
water users’ activities and foster cooperation between 
institutions, job descriptions of positions that will be 
implementing the process contained in the delegations and 
quarterly reporting. 
 
The IUCMA made very good progress with the verification 
of the existing lawful water uses within the former Inkomati Water Management Area (WMA) to be 
completed in the 2016/17 financial year and the commencement with the validation and verification of the 
existing lawful water use was part of the 2015/16 Annual Performance Plan.  
 
Unfortunately, the delegations given to the IUCMA on 15 January 2015 were withdrawn on 12 December 
2015. This created uncertainty inter alia regarding the continuation with the verification of the lawful water 
use within the WMA. Since the withdrawal of the delegations, the IUCMA was no longer authorised to 
continue with this project having the implication that the expenditure in this regard became irregular, despite 
the fact that it was part of the APP as approved by the Minister. Submissions were made to the Minister and 
DWS about the consequences of the withdrawal of the delegations to the IUCMA. These discrepancies 
concerning the delegations were not remedied during the 2015/16 financial year.  
 
During September 2015, the directive on the remuneration of Governing Board Members was received and 
was implemented as from 01 September 2015 as directed. Attendance of official events other than the 
meetings of the Governing Board and its committees is approved by the Chairperson of the Governing Board 
as delegated. The directive of September 2015 did not stipulate the benchmark rate of the remuneration of 
Governing Board Members. At this stage the last directive issued by the Minister in this regard indicated that 
the remuneration for class S institutions and bodies as set out in the circular by National Treasury in this 
regard is used to determine the remuneration of the Governing Board Members of the IUCMA.  
 
The IUCMA was able to make inroads into the Municipalities by engaging them in terms of water resources 
in their areas of operation. This ensured that the IUCMA is also a strategic stakeholder of the IDP process. Of 
significance, particular to the catchment are the links made with the Province and the house of traditional 
leadership. This indicates that the IUCMA is evolving in its realisation that all stakeholders are key for IWRM 
implementation. 
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Capacity Building and Women Empowerment 
 
The year under review saw the appointment of a young lady lawyer being appointed to the Audit Committee 
of the IUCMA as an external member. This is to build capacity and prepare her for a future opportunity. 
 
 
International Relations 
 
The Inkomati-Usuthu WMA shares water resources with our neighbouring countries, Mozambique and 
Swaziland within the Incomati Basin. We have a twinning arrangement with our colleagues in the Netherlands 
and together we are involved in a River and Environmental Management Cooperation (REMCO). In Southern 
Africa we have the REMCO Committee comprising of representatives from IUCMA (South Africa), ARA-
Sul (Mozambique) and the Komati River Basin Authority (Swaziland). This is also operated in cooperation 
with the Vecht River trans-boundary initiative between Holland and Germany and bi-annually a trans-
boundary water resource management conference is held alternatively overseas in either Holland or Germany 
and in Southern Africa; in South Africa, Mozambique or Swaziland. During the last Vecht trans-boundary 
water resource conference held in September 2015 in Germany, three governing board members of the 
IUCMA attended. The next REMCO Conference is scheduled at the end of September 2016 in Swaziland. 
The following actions emanated from the working week in the Netherlands and Germany during September 
2015 that included the trans-boundary water resource conference: 
 
 

 

 

 

 

The first Incomati Basin Women in Water Conference was convened and hosted by the IUCMA in December 

2015 in Nelspruit. The Minister of Water and Sanitation was also invited to this conference but delegated the 

official opening to Deputy Director General: Infrastructure of DWS, Ms Zandile Mathe who represented the 

Minister at the conference. Other delegates came from our neighbouring countries sharing the Incomati Basin, 

being Mozambique and Swaziland.  

 

Planning 
 
In the 2015/16 APP, the continuation of the verification of the existing lawful water use within the former 
Inkomati Water Management Area for completion in the 2016/17 financial year and the commencement of the 
validation and verification of the existing lawful water use within the Usuthu Catchment are provided for. The 
withdrawal of the delegations resulted in the delay in the commencement of the validation of the existing 
lawful water use within the Usuthu catchment.  

Ÿ Joint Climate Change Project between South Africa, Swaziland and  Mozambique; 

Ÿ REMCO work plan to include programmes for knowledge exchange by Governing Boards; and

Ÿ Strengthening REMCO by capitalising on existing platforms and programmes such as the 
operational dashboard platform, capacity building and institutional establishment.

2
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The determination of the water resource management charges according to the actual costs in this regard is 
still a challenge as Section 57 of the National Water Act read with the Pricing Strategy for Raw Water of 16 
March 2007 required the IUCMA as the relevant water management institution to determine the water 
resource management charge. However, the DWS has always modified the tariffs set by the IUCMA and 
agreed upon by its stakeholders. This practice of tariff revision poses a risk to the IUCMA in respect of the 
revenue budget. 
 
 
Gratitude 
 
I wish to take this opportunity to sincerely express my gratitude to the Minister of Water and Sanitation and 
my colleagues on the IUCMA governing board for the enduring guidance and support; the CEO, management 
and all IUCMA employees for a sterling job done; all our stakeholders; research institutions and practitioners 
as well as the regional and international water resources management partners for their various contributions. 
Our achievements during the 2015/16 financial year are attributed to your respective massive contributions. 
 
Since inception, the IUCMA’s strategic framework has consistently placed strong emphasis on organizational 
capacity building to enhance service delivery in accordance with the mandate as envisaged in the National 
Water Act 36 of 1998. It is in keeping with this commitment that ‘Maintaining Momentum’ was the theme 
associated with the annual report for the 2012/13 financial year. This trajectory was carried into the 2013/14 
financial year – the 2014/15 annual report was themed ‘Limitless Momentum’ and this year was “Flowing 
Momentum”.  
 
On behalf of the governing board, I wish to express our profound appreciation to management for having 
recorded yet another unqualified audit opinion. It is a source of inspiration to all of us. 
 
Our stakeholders and their participation in our activities in the catchments under our jurisdiction play an 
important role in supporting and keeping us true to our mandate. We have, during the year, engaged with them 
vigorously to ensure that the necessary capacity and awareness on various water resources management are 
extended throughout the Inkomati-Usuthu WMA. One of the programmes that saw our stakeholders 
participating effectively was the Water Week awareness campaign where stakeholders from our Catchment 
Forums sponsored the whole exercise.  
  
 
Way Forward 
 
I can confidently say that the IUCMA is competent and ready for delegations as well as challenges/ 
opportunities in integrated water resource management. 
 
The IUCMA will continue with its progressive water resource management by increasing its performance 
levels that is reflected in the following projects: 
 
1. Review and update of the catchment management strategy for the Inkomati-Usuthu WMA; 
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1. Completion of the verification of existing lawful water use in the whole WMA; 
2. Implementation of water resource management tools via satellite imaging with an 

electronic control room enabling it to monitor water use on land based on measuring of 
evaporation, real time weather patterns including forecasts and collection of rainfall and 
land use data; 

3. Drafting of a water allocation plan with a water allocation reform plan; and  
4. Prevention and remedying of water resource pollution through constructive interaction 

with local government (WWTW) and the water users (Water Services Providers). 
 
In closing, I would like to reiterate that it is indeed inspirational for all of us in the IUCMA 
to devote our energy towards serving yours and the national interests in the best way 
possible. We look forward to your continued support and contribution in all our endeavours 
beyond the 2015/16 financial year. 
  
 
 
 
 
______________________ 
Ms TP NYAKANE-MALUKA 
CHAIRPERSON: GOVERNING BOARD 
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Governance and Corporate

 Services Committee

Water CommitteeAudit Committee

COMMITTEES OF THE GOVERNING BOARD
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OVERVIEW BY CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER   
 
Commitment, dedication, hard work, passion, excellence 
are few but paramount words which can best explain the 
magnitude of the 2015/16 Financial Year theme.  On 
considering the above, the theme “flowing momentum” best 
describes the synergy, positive energy and authentic work 
our team has put in, in order to ensure that the set targets for 
the year under review were achieved. 
 
The theme “flowing momentum” is a continuation from 
previous financial year reports. As the entity grows and new 
people come in, additional functions delegated and another 
catchment area added, higher and bigger momentum is 
being generated, which explains the current IUCMA 
operational positions as follows: 
 

�  The receipt of delegation of powers and functions 
by the Minister has been matched with the 
progressive development of corresponding 
capacity in terms of personnel to enable effective 
implementation; 

�  Additional capacity came as a result of filling of 
critical posts created by the amalgamation of 
Usuthu; 

�  The access to the information systems of DWS 
through WARMS and the accompanying task of transfer of files were completed in the year under 
review. 
 

Building partnerships for sustainable IWRM  
 
It is a pleasure to report that over the years, the IUCMA has remained steadfast in its commitment to generate 
value for all stakeholders. The IUCMA subscribes to a vision that sees water resources as an integral 
component of the ecosystem, a natural resource and a social and economic good which is particularly 
important in playing a redress role Hence, in delivering on its mandate, the IUCMA strives to work in 
collaboration with strategic partners and stakeholders to promote and strengthen cooperation across all levels 
and sectors to ensure sustainable Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM). As per the APP, IUCMA 
was able to participate in the Catchment Management Forums (CMF), Trans-boundary water management 
forum meetings, international programmes beneficial to IUCMA, IWRM related projects, catchment 
management forums and conferences.  
 
It should be emphasised here that a delegation of the IUCMA successfully participated fully in an 
international trans-boundary River and Environmental Management Cooperation (REMCO) conference in 
Germany during September of the year under review. It has also convened and hosted the first Incomati Basin 
Women in Water Conference (IBWIC) in December 2015. The attendance and participation by our regional 
partners, Mozambique and Swaziland as well as our twinning partners from Netherlands and Germany was 
impressive. 
 
Capacity building and our stakeholder interactions have greatly improved. The IUCMA continues to add more 
stakeholders to, and maintain the existing stakeholder base. It is encouraging to report that the relationship 
between the IUCMA and its stakeholders is such that stakeholders continue to sponsor some 
educational/awareness campaigns. We salute our stakeholders for their continued support. 
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The cooperation with the municipalities within the Inkomati-Usuthu WMA has greatly improved. A workshop 
was held to find solutions to the high E. coli levels within the water resources caused by mal-functional Waste 
Water Treatment Works (WWTWs) and sewage spillages. 
 
 
Accomplishing planning and reporting requirements  
 
I am proud of our achievements when it comes to legislative compliance. At the beginning of the financial 
year we were able to submit our new Strategic Plan due to the delegations received as was requested together 
with APP at a short notice to include the new/additional delegations received in January 2015 from the 
Minister when the final APP for 2015/16 had already been submitted. All the quarterly reports and the Annual 
Report for 2014/15 were submitted as required. We complied with all other regulatory requirements during 
the year under review. We also received an unqualified audit. Thanks to the management team of the IUCMA. 
 
Drought Challenges  
 
The year under review had its own challenges. We received worst (minimum) rainfall in a decade. The 
drought impacted negatively on our planning and service delivery activities. We however managed the 
situation quite well with the involvement of our stakeholders. The IUCMA River Operations Committee 
which has the Irrigation Boards as members managed to implement restrictions which contributed the 
successful regulation of the available resources in the WMA. The IUCMA is a partner in the provincial and 
basin-wide climate change adaptation strategy and planning task team. It is believed that this team will come 
up with strategies and plans that will cushion the basin against future extreme weather and climate 
occurrences.  
 
Management of risks 
 
Concerned with optimising operational efficiency, the IUCMA manages risks in a manner that increases the 
probability of achieving success in the organisation’s overall objectives. Over the course of the financial year 
under review, the risk management committee members were capacitated by attending risk management 
courses. A risk management workshop was organized for all managers and supervisors and they contributed 
to the new updated risk management register. An updated risk management framework has also been 
developed to cover areas like: 

�  the determination of the IUCMA risk appetite; 
�  the control methods in terms of management responsibilities for risk management; and 
�  the control systems in place to manage risks. 

 
Quarterly updated risk registers were submitted to the Governing Board’s Audit Committee and subsequently 
the governing board, addressing areas of importance as listed above. 
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Water Quality  
 
The problems affecting water quality in the Inkomati-Usuthu WMA are largely attributed to industrial and 
mining activities as well as the poor state of water service authorities’ infrastructure. The common causes 
during the financial year under review included: 
 
 
 
 
Enforcement measures were taken to mitigate the pollution incidents. Positive outcomes were realized from 
the actions. We still have room for improvement in this area as microbial pollution remains health risk, 
especially to the vulnerable rural communities that at times have to use the river water for domestic, religious, 
cultural and recreational purposes. 
 
Our Satellite Office in Piet Retief turned around the poor state of affairs in the Usuthu.  
After taking over, the water quality monitoring points were increased from 36 to 57. All these monitoring 
points are monitored on a monthly basis and this has created the baseline data for the catchment, which is 
used to check the trends of water quality constituents.  
 
Water Allocation Plan  
 
The water allocation plan which includes the Water Allocation Reform (WAR) has been ongoing and will be 
finalised after the validation and verification of water uses. The agency’s WAR plan for the rest of the 
2015/16 year was compiled in September 2015. Third and fourth quarter reports were compiled and submitted 
to DWS.  
 
As we proceed to another promising, positive and envisioned financial year, we envisage continued support 
from our stakeholders in order for the institution to successfully implement its functions and live up to its 
mission and vision. 
 
Human capacity Development and Redress 
 
The institution has made focussed efforts and ensuring that there is human capacity building for the institution 
and the sector. Approximately 62% of our work force is between the ages of 25 and 45 and the 88% are 
women. Currently, we have interns in the organization of which two thirds are women. It is worthy to 
highlight that the Secretary of the Board has an intern that is an African female.  
 
Way Forward 
 
Integrated water resource management will be promoted by pursuing improved integrated water resource 
management that includes the development of an electronic control room to monitor weather patterns as well 
as weather forecasts, monitoring of water use based on the measurement of evaporation over land, collection 
of data on land uses and rainfall, etcetera. We will continue to provide inputs into the municipal and other 
planning documents to ensure that development in the IUCMA WMA is done without unnecessary negative 
impacts to water users. The completion of the catchment management strategy for the whole of the Inkomati-
Usuthu water management area that will also provide for the water allocation plan including water allocation 
reform is also earmarked. Serious attention will be spent to find solutions to the current water resource 
pollution challenges where the high E. coli levels are the most critical risk.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
___________________ 
Dr TK Gyedu-Ababio 
Chief Executive Officer 
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Legislative framework 
 
There have been no significant changes to the IUCMA’s legislative mandate, but on 12 December 2015, 
delegations given to the IUCMA, including the delegations on 15 January 2015 that were the Responsible 
Authority powers and functions in Chapter 4 of the NWA were withdrawn. This had a material adverse effect 
on the IUCMA regarding achievement of its objectives with the risk of audit findings due to expenditure 
incurred in respect of powers exercised and functions performed that were withdrawn.  
 
The IUCMA has the following initial functions in terms of Section 80 of the NWA: 
 
o Investigate and advise interested persons on water resource management; 
o Compilation of the CMS; 
o Co-ordinate related activities of water users and WMIs; 
o Promote co-ordination of implementation of any applicable water services development plan; and 
o Promote community participation in water resource management. 

 
Section 80 (b) must be read with section 8 to 11 of the NWA. In terms of section 8 the IUCMA must by 
notice in the Gazette, establish a catchment management strategy for the protection, use, development, 
conservation, management and control of water resources within its water management area.  A catchment 
management strategy or any component of that strategy may only be established with the written consent of 
the Minister. 
 
In addition to section 80 above, the IUCMA also has the following inherent functions:  
 
o Prevention and remedying effects of water resource pollution as stipulated in section 19 of the NWA; 

and 
o Control of emergency incidents in respect of water resource pollution as stipulated in section 20 of the 

NWA. 
 
The powers and functions delegated on 15 January 2015 to the IUCMA by the Minister of Water and 
Sanitation, withdrawn on 12 December 2015, included the following provisions of the National Water Act: 
 

o Section 33 – Declaration of water use as existing lawful water use; 
o Section 34 – Authority to continue with existing lawful water use, including request to register such 

use; 
o Section 35 – Verification of existing water uses; 
o Section 40 – Application for licence; 
o Section 41 – Procedure for licence applications; 
o Section 42 – Reasons for decisions; 
o Section 44 – Late applications; 
o Section 51 – Successors in title (Adjudication of conflict claims); 
o Section 52 – Procedure for earlier renewal or amendment of licences; 
o Section 53 – Rectification of contraventions; 
o Section 54 – Suspension or withdrawal of entitlements to use water; 
o Section 55 – Surrender of licence; 
o Section 57 – Application of pricing strategy (Making and receiving of water use charges); 
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§ Section 58 – Recovery of water use charges (Directive to water management institution); 
o Section 66 – Condonation of failure to comply with time period; 
o Section 141 – Provision of information [Sub-par (a) and (b)]; 
o Section 145(2) – Establish early warning system in respect of floods, droughts, water works, risk by 

a dam, levels of flood water, risk posed by water quality and any matter connected to water/ water 
resources the public need to know.; and 

o Schedule 3 – Power to manage, monitor, conserve and protect water resources and to implement 
catchment management strategies; To make rules to regulate water use; To require establishment of 
management systems; To require alterations to water works and to temporarily control, limit, or 
prohibit use of water during periods of water shortage; 

 
To make the implementation and application of the delegations received practical and realistic the following 
related provisions were recommended to be added to the delegated powers and functions to the IUCMA: 
 

o Section 28(3) to (6) – Extension of licence period if done as part of general review of licences in 
terms of section 49; 

o Section 29 – Conditions for issue of (general authorisations) and licences (Only in respect of 
licences); 

o Section 30 – Security by applicant (if necessary for the protection of water resource or property); 
o Section 49 – Review and amendment of licences; and 
o Section 50 – Formal amendment of licences. 
 

Letters were directed to the Minister of Water and Sanitation and also to the Head Legal Services of DWS to 
request that the delegations be restored, no written response was received. 

 
Other Original Functions 
 
In terms of section 25(1) of the National Water Act, the Inkomati–Usuthu Catchment Management Agency 
may as a water management institution on request authorise the temporary use of existing authorised irrigation 
water for a different use on the same property or for the same use or similar use on another property in the 
vicinity.  
 
The Inkomati-Usuthu Catchment Management Agency may as water management institution appoint in terms 
of section 124 Authorised Persons to perform inspection and remedy duties in respect of water resources in 
terms of section 125(1) – (3). 
 
In terms section 57(2) of the NWA charges within a specific water management area may be made by and are 
payable to the relevant water management institution. In the case of the Inkomati-Usuthu WMA the IUCMA 
is the relevant water management institution. However, the IUCMA is not in a position to undertake this 
function until the linkage between the IUCMA’s systems and the Water Authorisation and Registration 
Management System (WARMS) and billing software is in place to enable billing. 

16
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IUCMA Vision 
 
The IUCMA vision is “Water for all in Inkomati-Usuthu”. 

 

 IUCMA Mission 
 
The mission of the Inkomati-Usuthu CMA is of a pioneering catchment management system that empowers 
stakeholders to engage in consensual and adaptive decision making, to achieve reform, and to promote 
persistent social, economic and environmental justice across the Inkomati-Usuthu WMA: 
   
o The Inkomati-Usuthu CMA supports the co-operative management of the international Incomati basin as 

an internationally shared water course; 

o The decision-making environment of the Inkomati-Usuthu CMA, including delegated functions, enables 

collaborative action towards equity, sustainability and efficiency in a continually evolving socio-

economic system; and 

o The Inkomati-Usuthu CMA manages the resources adaptively, co-operatively and progressively to 

achieve social, economic and environmental justice, and promote healthy living. 

VALUES 

 
o The Inkomati-Usuthu CMA acknowledges the interdependence of our responsibilities for caring for the 

resource and there is explicit recognition of the diversity achieved by what each individual/group 

contributes to promoting equity, efficiency and sustainability being mindful of the constitutional 

imperative to redress the results of past racial and gender discrimination and to achieve equitable access 

for all to the water resources within the Inkomati-Usuthu WMA in performing its functions as 

contemplated in the National Water Act (NWA); 

o Decisions, actions and outcomes are subject to performance evaluation against measurable goals, 

indicators and timeframes; 

o The Inkomati-Usuthu CMA strives for a trusting, transparent and corruption-free system of catchment 

management that is cognisant of existing agreements and strives to bring transformation by promoting 

fairness before the law, environment and economic development; 

o Management is adaptive, open to critique and outcomes driven, with solutions being practical, 

achievable and implementable or measurable. 

o The Inkomati-Usuthu CMA practices problem solving leadership that embraces: 

�  Ethics of Ubuntu (our humanity is defined by how others experience our behaviour), Simunye (we 

are one) and Batho-Pele (people first); and 

�  Consensus driven stakeholder participation. 

o Decisions within our mandate are made and are justified on the basis of the best available social, 

technical, economic, environmental and governance knowledge. 
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IUCMA Strategic Objectives 
 

Ensure Effective, Efficient and Sustainable Management of Water Resources 

�  Develop/implement empowerment programmes that promote strategic and consensual decision 
making across the stakeholder base. 

�  Develop/implement systems and strategies (e.g. the CMS and river operating systems) that facilitate 
improved and equitable access to the resource. 

�  Develop/implement cost effective monitoring programmes that serve strategic, adaptive and 
consensual decision making. 

�  Ensure integrated planning and operation of systems  

Ensure Collaborative and Co-ordinated IWRM for Wise Socio-Economic Development 

�  Grow multi-level, multi-sectorial (Private, NGO and Gov.) governance networks and engagement 
processes that keep IUCMA agendas at the forefront, taking advantage of existing structures 
wherever they can achieve this purpose.  

�  Structure the IUCMA's advisory function, within resource constraints, to ensure IUCMA needs are 
served alongside those who are requesting advice. 

�  Support the development, and where appropriate transformation, of other WRM institutions (WUA, 
CMC, etc.).  

�  Develop and implement rules and procedures for operational river management. 

Promote and Pursue an International Developmental Agenda  

�  Improve cross-boundary stakeholder relationships and understanding of current agreements. 
�  Strategically improve understanding of local catchment conditions and IWRM needs to inform 

decision-making about international obligations under changing circumstances (i.e. do not wait for a 
crisis or demand from a neighbour). 

�  Exchange of knowledge and expertise. 

Promote Knowledge Generation and Distribution 

�  Design and implement a system of data and meta-data management, pertinent to participative IWRM 
in the Inkomati that is accessible to all stakeholders. 

�  Identify, collect and collate data/information for the system and map the stakeholder network, 
including the distribution of STEEP competencies, activities, needs, decisions making mandates, etc. 

�  Develop a strategic plan for knowledge acquisition that will guide future partnerships with 
stakeholders, and with other knowledge/skills providers. 

�  Develop/implement strategic empowerment programmes that are explicit about the transfer and 
diffusion of knowledge/skills across the stakeholder network. 

Ensure Effective and Efficient Management of IUCMA Resources  
 
�  Explore and internalise the characteristics and processes of an enabling environment for pioneering 

IWRM in an emerging African democracy.  
�  Ensure appropriate capacity is built within the IUCMA for participative IWRM.   
Co-ordinate and align the adaptive systems that serve objectives 1-4.   
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· Improve internal and external networking.  
�  Improve internal service infrastructure e.g. the computer network. Strategic Action Programmes 

emanating from the Catchment Management Strategy. 
 
Organisational Structure 
 
The organisational structure created to assist the Governing Board to achieve the above strategic objectives of 
the IUCMA is reflected below.  

20
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PERFORMANCE DESCRIPTION 
 

Governing Board & Committee Meetings-Attendance 2015/16.  
 

Good Corporate Governance 
 
There were no negative deviations from the governance expected performance that includes legal services, 
committee work for the Governing Board and its Committees, and advisory services regarding ensuring 
compliance with legislation and policies and also with risk management. 
 
The attendance of the meetings of the Governing Board and its Committees by Members is reflected in the 
tables below: 

 
Member GB 

ORD 

GB 

SPEC 

GB 

W/S 

GB  

S/H 

AUDIT GCSC WACO TOTAL BENCH-

MARK 

 BENCHMARK 4 2 1 2/1 5 5 4   

Ms TP Nyakane-Maluka 4 2 1 2 N/A 5 N/A 14 14 

Mr MS Mthembu 4 1 1 1 5 N/A N/A 12 13 

Dr JB Molwantwa 4 2 1 N/A N/A N/A 4 11 11 

Dr PE Molokwane 4 2 1 N/A N/A N/A 4 11 11 

Ms SD Wiggins 4 2 1 N/A N/A 4 N/A 11 12 

Mr PA Tshabangu 4 2 1 1 5 N/A N/A 13 13 

Mr PJ Venter 4 2 1 2 N/A N/A 4 13 13 

Mr J Mathebula 4 2 1 1 N/A 5 N/A 13 13 

Dr TK Gyedu-Ababio         

(Ex officio) 

3 2 1 2 5 N/A N/A 13 14 

 
External Members of 

Audit Committee 

GB 

ORD 

GB 

SPEC 

GB 

W/S 

GB 

S/H 

AUDIT GCSC WACO TOTAL BENCH-

MARK 

Mr M Secker 4 N/A N/A N/A 5 N/A N/A 9 9 

Ms VM Maholovela 1 N/A 1 N/A 5 N/A N/A 7 7 

 
On 28 January 2016 the Governing Board changed its committee structure as follows: 
 

EXISTING COMMITTEE NEW COMMITTEE 

Audit Committee (Compulsory) Audit Committee (Compulsory) 
Governance and Corporate Services 
Committee 

 
Executive Committee 

Water Committee 
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GLOSSARY:  
GB ORD   –  Ordinary Governing Board Meeting 
GB SPEC  –  Special Governing Board Meeting 
GB W/S   –  Governing Board Workshop 
GB S/H   –  Governing Board Stakeholders Meeting 
AUDIT    –  Audit Committee 
EXCO    –  Executive Committee 
GCSC   –  Governance and Corporate Services Committee 
WACO  –  Water Committee 
 
 

NUMBER OF GOVERNING BOARD AND COMMITTEE MEETINGS 
 
 
GOVERNING BOARD MEETINGS: 
 
Ordinary     :  Four (4)   
Special      :  Two (2) 
Workshop     :  One (1)  
Stakeholders     :  Two (2) 
TOTAL      :  Nine (9) 
 
COMMITTEE MEETINGS:  
 
Audit Committee     :  Five (5) 
Governance & Corporate Services Committee : Five (5) 
Water Committee     :  Four (4) 
Ad Hoc      : Three (3)  
TOTAL      :  Seventeen (17) 
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OFFICE OF THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 
 
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 
 
REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 
 
The 2015/16 financial year witnessed no variance from the expected performance provided for in the 
applicable legislative frameworks as the following reporting requirements in relation to the executive 
authority were fulfilled:  
 
�  Annual Performance Plan was submitted;  
�  2015/16 Annual Report submitted to Minister of Water and Sanitation, National Treasury, Auditor-

General and subsequently to parliament; 
�  The amended Annual Performance Plan for 2015/16 financial year was submitted and approved by the 

Minister;  
�  2016/17 Annual Performance Plan was also submitted to the Minister; and  
�  All the quarter reports, namely performance report, revenue and expenditure report and PFMA 

Compliance Checklist were submitted to the Minister and National Treasury every quarter.  
 
MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS 
 
The Marketing and communications unit is an integral part of the Office of the CEO. In the year under review 
the IUCMA has, as planned, developed two Inkomati Flows newsletters. The newsletter is rich in content. It 
informs stakeholders of the happening within the IUCMA. A number of reports/brochures have also been 
developed and circulated to stakeholders, all these reports are also available on the website of the IUCMA. 
 
The IUCMA has since engaged its stakeholders in the newsletter name-change and in developing a new drop-
off line. Responses were overwhelming, and new name that was adopted is “Water News 2day” while the 
drop-off line is “Inkomati-Usuthu CMA, your partner in water management”. The new look Newsletter has 
been launched. The first edition has been published and circulated in the year under review.  
 
Both Print and Electronic media continues to be utilised to enhance public awareness of the IUCMA by the 
stakeholders and the general public. It has also vigorously made use of proportional material to strengthen its 
corporate image and awareness. It is important for the IUCMA to claim its space in the online world. The 
IUCMA has thus affiliated to a number of organizations that helps to strengthen its online presence. These 
include Match Deck, Enviropaedia, and a number of local media’s online advertising platforms.  The 
institution is also making inroads in the use of social media for information exchange, dissemination and 
marking purposes. This, will however be articulated in full during the 2016/17 financial year.  
 
CONFERENCES  
 
The IUCMA hosted the inaugural International Incomati Basin Women in Water Conference (IBWiWC) 
which took place in Mbombela from 02 December to the 04 December 2015. The conference was officially 
opened on behalf of the Minister of the Department of Water and Sanitation by Ms Zandile Mathe, DDG of 
the Department of Water and Sanitation. It was widely attended by delegates from Mozambique, Swaziland,  
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Germany, the Netherlands, sector departments and local water users who form part of our stakeholder group. 
The IBWiWC initiative is a collaborative framework between operational water management institutions in 
the three riparian countries of the Incomati River basin and seeks to enhance the already existing governance 
structure for the Incomati River; Tripartite Permanent Technical Committee (TPTC) and the Rivers and 
Environmental Management Cooperation (REMCO). Member institutions are the IUCMA in South Africa, 
ARASul in Mozambique and the KRBA in Swaziland. The IUCMA also participated in an international 
conferences including the 2016 WISA Biennial Conference that took place at the ICC in Durban and the 
Sustainability conference at the CSIR International Conversion Centre in Tshwane. IUCMA employees, 
including the CEO made presentations at these conferences. 
 
 
AFFILIATIONS  
 
The IUCMA continues to be patron member of the Water Management Institute of Southern Africa (WISA). 
Patron membership is the most prestigious form of membership offered by WISA, which seeks to promote 
professional excellence in the water sector, through building expertise, sharing knowledge and improving 
quality of life.   
 
In addition, the IUCMA is also affiliated to two international water management organizations namely; the 
International Water Association (IWA) and the International Network of Basin Organisation (INBO). The 
IUCMA has also recently affiliated to the Global Water Partnership (GWP). The GWP has been established to 
advocate for the implementation of integrated water resources management (IWRM): the coordinated 
development and management of water, land, and related resources in order to maximize economic and social 
welfare without compromising the sustainability of vital environmental systems within the water sector 
internationally. 
 
EXPOS 
 
The IUCMA has also participated in a number of EXPOs. To give a brief highlight, the IUCMA participated 
in the EXPO for the 2016 WISA Biennial Conference that took place at the ICC in Durban, the annual TSB 
career EXPO in Mpumalanga and the annual Sustainable Water week EXPO that took place at the CSIR 
International Conversion Centre in Tshwane. A delegation of the IUCMA, being the Governing Board Water 
Committee and REMCO Steering Committee members participated in a water resource cooperation working 
week in the Netherlands and Germany during September 2015 that included the bi-annual Vecht River Trans-
Boundary Conference. It also participated in a number of other local and annual career expos that take place 
in the Water Management Area.  
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WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The IUCMA is the first operational catchment management agency (CMA) according to the new nine water 
management areas in the Republic of South Africa with an appointed Governing Board. 
 
Figure 1 reflects the nine water management areas in the country. 
 

 

 
 
Figure 1: The nine Water Management Areas in South Africa 
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Figure 2 reflects the Inkomati-Usuthu Water Management Area managed by the IUCMA. 

 

 
Figure 2: Map of the IUCMA WMA detailing the river networks 
 
 
WATER RESOURCE PROTECTION & WASTE 
 
The IUCMA has 263 monitoring sites which are reviewed from time to time as the need arise, which are 
monitored on a monthly basis to assist in decision making. Water Quality Data gathered from these sites is 
uploaded on the Water Management System (WMS) database and is converted into information that shows 
water quality trends in various sub-catchments. The second edition of the Annual Water Quality Status Report 
has been produced. The report, apart from indicating the status of water resources, profiled all the wastewater 
treatment works in the jurisdiction of the IUCMA and the status of water use authorisation. The report further 
listed criminal cases opened and notices and directives issued to deal with unlawful water use activities, non-
compliance to issued authorisation and pollution of the water resource. 
 
To confirm the water quality status, the IUCMA undertakes River Health Monitoring studies in collaboration 
with the Mpumalanga Tourism and Parks Agency. In the year under review, the River Health Monitoring for 
the Usuthu Catchment was conducted. A report in this regard will become available in the 2016/2017 
financial year. All areas of concern identified and flagged by this monitoring programme are followed up to 
ensure that the impacts are ameliorated. Over and above the current collaboration with the Mpumalanga 
Tourism and Parks Agency, the IUCMA has appointed three Aquatic Scientists who are responsible for River 
Health Monitoring Program, now referred to as the River Eco-Status Monitoring Programme (REMP). For the 
2016/2017 financial year moving forward the  
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REMP will not focus on one catchment per annum, but all the catchments during the dry and wet seasons.  
 
All the activities in the water management area were inspected at least once and numerous follow up 
inspections were conducted to ensure that the reported or identified transgressions were remedied. These 
resulted in a total number of 285 inspections being conducted, 55 notices issued, 34 directives issued where 
transgressions were identified. Furthermore, nine (9) compliance audits to issued authorisations were 
conducted. 
 
The Usuthu-Catchment Satellite Office in Piet Retief has managed to turn the situation around in a catchment 
which was neglected for a long time. As the newly appointed staff took over that catchment there were a 
number of challenges that they were faced with: 
 

�  The office inherited a water quality monitoring programme which was not covering the whole 
catchment with only 36 monitoring points and there was data available for only 20 monitoring 
points. After taking over, the monitoring points were increased from 36 to 57. All the 57 monitoring 
points are monitored on the monthly basis and this has created the baseline data for the catchment, 
which is used to check the trends of water quality constituents.  

�  Only two (2) activities in the catchment have water use authorisations. The IUCMA officials started 
conducting inspections in all the sectors including mining, industries and wastewater treatment 
works. There was resistance from the water users initially during inspections and site visits since 
they were previously not adequately regulated or not well informed. This prompted the IUCMA 
officials to have serious engagement with the water users and also inviting them to the Usuthu 
catchment management forum meetings in order to build relationships and trust. This was also 
pivotal in making stakeholders comprehend the authority and mandate of the IUCMA. A number of 
pre-consultation engagements took place regarding the activities in the catchment that are not 
authorised and already a number of users have started the process of applying for water use 
authorisation. 

�  A number of notices and directives have been issued to some of the water users and although this 
was initially not received well, there has been a change of mind-set by water users who now 
understand and accept these administrative enforcement tools that ensure that measures are put in 
place to protect water resources. 

�  The presence of the IUCMA in the Usuthu Catchment has strengthened the cooperative governance 
between the Local Municipality and other government department through the Usuthu Catchment 
Forum which is championed by the IUCMA.  

�  None of the active mines in the Usuthu Catchment has a water use authorisation. However, the 
IUCMA officials have managed to engage with the mines and the Department of Water and 
Sanitation to fast track water use authorisations for those mines that have applied for authorisation as 
this has been a stumbling block because a license is a good tool that can be used to regulate mines.  
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RIVER SYSTEMS OPERATIONS & PLANNING 
 
Verification of Existing Lawful Water Use  
 
The project to verify the extent of all existing lawful water use in the former Inkomati water management area 
has progressed beyond validation and is well into the verification administration phase. The verification of the 
existing water use is done in terms of section 35 of the National Water Act. An existing lawful water use as 
defined in section 32 of the Act is an authorised water use that has taken place at any time during a period of 
two years before the commencement of the Act or which has been declared as an existing lawful water use in 
terms of section 33 of the Act. The declaration of a water use as existing lawful water use may only be done if 
the Responsible Authority is satisfied that the water use took place lawfully more than two years before 
commencement of the Act or had not yet taken place at any time before the date of commencement of the Act, 
but would have been lawful had it so taken place and steps towards effecting the use had been taken in good 
faith before the date of commencement of the Act. The statistics as at the end of the 2015/16 financial year are 
reported in Table 1. Sections 33 and 35 refer to the relevant parts of the NWA. 

 
Table 1: Verification administration statistics in the Inkomati Catchments 

 
Section 35: Verification of 
existing lawful use Jun 15 Sep 15 Dec 15 Feb 16 Mar 16 

Total Properties 2821 2843 2893 2893 2893 

Letter 1 Requests to apply sent 0 558 1509 1932 2171 

Letter 3 (final ELU) signed and sent 0 0 78 140 155 

Section 35 files supplied to 
WARMS for capture/amendment 0 0 0 126 155 
Section 33: Declaration of water 
use as existing lawful water use Jun 15 Sep 15 Dec 15 Feb 16 Mar 16 

section 33 determination done 2297 2297 2297 2297 2297 

Total sec 33 declarations signed: 0 37 1361 1918 1918 

Total sec 33 declarations sent: 0 1 643 1918 1918 

 
The project is anticipated to be completed in the 2016/17 financial year. 
 
Systems for Integrated Planning and Operations of River Systems 
 
The Inkomati has received significantly below normal rainfall and experienced extreme high temperatures 
during the year under review. In fact, the rainfall in the Lowveld was the lowest on record during 2015 and it 
is even lower so far for 2106. The river flow levels are thus also extremely low with most of our rivers 
currently flowing at levels lower than previously recorded (some of these gauging stations date back to the 
early 1900s). 
 
As at the end of March 2016; Kwena Dam, the main dam on the Crocodile River was at 46% and has also 
been dropping at a rate faster than previously seen. 
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A graphical representation of rainfall in Nelspruit during the past years is presented in Figure 3. It should be 
noted that the cumulative rainfall since October 2015 is the lowest on record. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Graphical presentation of historical rainfall trends in the Komati Catchments 
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As can be seen in Figure 4, the river flow during the year at the Boshrand gauging station in the Crocodile 
Catchment is an indicator of the drought. 

 

 
 
Figure 4: Historical river flow figures in the Crocodile River at Boschrand gauging station (1926-2016) 
 
The arrow at the bottom of Figure 4, pointing to the end of the black trend line indicates that on 2 May 2015, 
the river flow was at 36% of its maximum flow, being on the 5th percentile of the flow. 
 
Fortunately, the IUCMA has a sophisticated adaptive operational water management framework in place and 
is managing the situation as best as it can be. There is a 60% restriction on Irrigation and a 20% restriction on 
domestic use in Crocodile River at the time of writing this report. In the Sabie River, there is a 40% Irrigation 
restriction and 20% a restriction on domestic use. 
 
Significant improvements were also made during the year to the website on which all river operations data is 
shared and new technical support contracts were entered into with the developers of the software to ensure 
continuity going forward. 
 
 
Knowledge Generation and Distribution 
 
Five (5) new real time rainfall stations were installed during the year, bringing the total number of IUCMA 
rainfall stations to 20, along with the 28 real time river gauging stations the IUCMA maintains. 
 
In addition to this, the Hydronet water control room was further developed and in particular the Rainwatch 
application, which the IUCMA has been co-funding with the South African Weather Services and Hydrologic 
from the Netherlands, went live in March, providing the  
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IUCMA real time satellite rainfall information calibrated against ground based rain stations. This application 
will be expanded to include a 10-day forecasted rainfall and this data will be incorporated into our river 
systems models. The IUCMA control room is depicted in Figure 5. 

 

 
 
Figure 5: The infographic of the envisioned IUCMA Water Control Room 
 
Lastly, a flood forecasting and early warning system for the Crocodile River also went live during the year, 
enabling the IUCMA to warn stakeholders of flooding events. 
 
General Exchange of Knowledge and Expertise 
 
The division also continued to play an important role in several Water Research Commission and other 
projects. The division also visited the Netherlands and hosted a Dutch delegation as part of the IUCMA’s 
ongoing mutual learning and cooperation agreement with the Dutch Water Board Groot Salland. 
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WATER RESOURCE UTILISATION 
 
Water Allocation Reform (WAR) 
 
During the course of the year, it was agreed that the IUCMA would start taking responsibility for the WAR 
activities in its Water Management Area (WMA), Inkomati and Usuthu Catchments. This used to be a 
function of the Provincial Department, which meant that the Olifants WMA was retained by the regional 
office. The manager, WRP&C (now WRU), was appointed as our WAR champion and the agency’s WAR 
plan for the rest of the 2015/16 year was compiled in September 2015. Third and fourth quarter reports were 
compiled and circulated to DWS.  
 
The IUCMA’s efforts towards WAR are being hamstring by the gratuitous granting and withdrawal of 
delegated functions.  
 
Groundwater Strategy 
 
In order to assist with the development of a groundwater strategy for the Inkomati-Usuthu WMA, it was 
agreed that the IUCMA would appoint service providers for the citing, drilling and testing of boreholes where 
there is a paucity of such groundwater data, in areas identified by DWS Geo-Hydrological Services. A second 
such contract was executed during the year, where 7 boreholes were drilled and tested in the Nkomazi Region. 
In addition, a hole was also drilled for the Hlau-Hlau primary school in the Kabokweni area, where the 
IUCMA went further to install abstraction and storage facilities at the request of the school principal. 
 
Dam Safety Tasks 
 
Due to the Manager: Water Resource Utilisation being an Approved Professional Person (APB) for tasks at 
dams with safety risk, the IUCMA is getting involved in dam safety tasks. During the cause of the year a dam 
safety evaluation was carried out for a dam near Dullstroom. In addition, the DWS dam safety office has 
started a process of monitoring the implementation of recommendations of the dam safety evaluations of 
priority dams.  
 
In our WMA, such monitoring inspections of 3 dams, Mbambiso, Ngodwana and Driekoppies Dams were 
carried out by the IUCMA staff on behalf of DWS.  
 
Water Use Licence Applications (WULAs) 
 
Other than the processing of Water Use Licence Applications as reported elsewhere in this report, it is worth 
noting that the Minister issued instructions during December 2015 that all regions and CMAs were to 
eradicate the WULA backlog up to 31 March 2015, by the end of March 2016, (the Ku-Hlula Project). The 
IUCMA inherited the Inkomati WMA backlog from DWS Regional office and attended to the instruction with 
enthusiasm. A Mpumalanga Water Use Application Assessment and Authorisation Committee (WUAAAC) 
was established in conjunction with the Olifants Proto-CMA. The backlogs were dealt with accordingly 
between January 2016 and March 2016. Table 2 below outlines the statistics of the various applications 
described above. The effort by all WULA staff was commendable, and they were recognised by the IUCMA 
Governing Board accordingly. 
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Table 2: Summary of water use applications processed

Annual Report 2015/16

Output Performance Indicator Performance 
Water Use 
Authorisation 

Number of processed licences 13 
Number of confirmed GAs 4 
Schedule 1 issued confirmation 1 
Total number of recommended and 
confirmed water use authorisation for 
issuance 

18 

Number of close water use application files 6 
Number of water use applications withdrawn 
files  

4 

 





INSTITUTIONS & PARTICIPATION 
 
Chapter 7 of the National Water Act (No 36 of 1998) espouses one of the main functions of a Catchment 
Management Agency, which is to promote community participation in the protection, use, development, 
conservation, management and control of the water resources in its water management area. Public 
participation actually constitutes the cornerstone of democracy by way of creating platforms through which 
the society at large will have input on services and activities that affect them. This principle is also applicable 
in the management of natural resource, in this instance the management of water resources.  
 
Institutions & Participation is a dedicated division responsible for the fulfilment of the above mentioned 
function. Therefore, the coordination of stakeholders’ participation in all programmes of the IUCMA is within 
the functional area of responsibility of this division.   
 
Strategic Objectives  
 
The strategic objective of this division is to position the IUCMA as a local and an internationally recognized 
Water Resources Management Institution with respect to participative management of water resources. This 
will be achieved through adaptively generating and distributing data, coordinating knowledge, skills and 
management systems and approaches among water users in the water management area. In an endeavour to 
realise this overarching objective the programme areas and activities below were undertaken during the 
financial year under review. 
 
Establishment and Support of Water Management Institutions 

 
Since its establishment the IUCMA has focused on the establishment Water User Associations (WUAs) and 
other associated water management institutions such as Catchment Management Forums (CMFs). The 
Department of Water and Sanitation policy direction was aimed at transforming the Irrigation Boards (IBs) 
into WUAs that would operate within the CMA’s hydrological boundaries. While the project of transforming 
Irrigation Boards into Water User Associations has been discontinued pending the finalization of the National 
Water Policy, the IUCMA has been tasked to conduct an internal analysis on the operations of IBs within the 
water management area and come with recommendations for an appropriate model for local water 
management. The IUCMA is currently developing a mechanism and strategy to conduct this study.  
 
Under this primary strategic objective, the IUCMA through the I&P division has established six CMFs in all 
the sub-catchments. These CMFs meet on bimonthly basis whereby broad water use related issues are 
discussed by different stakeholders within the respective areas. The IUCMA has continuously provided 
administrative support to all the six sub-catchments in the facilitation of the bi-monthly CMF meetings. 
Private sector was successfully lobbied into hosting some of the CMFs’ meetings by providing for venues and 
catering for stakeholders. This is viewed as another achievement towards building stewardship amongst 
stakeholders.   
 
The annual target for the 2015/16 financial year was to have 36 CMF meetings in all the six sub-catchments 
(Crocodile, Lower Komati, Sabie, Sand, Upper Komati and Usuthu), and all those meetings were successfully 
facilitated by the I&P division of the IUCMA through the championship of the Community Officers deployed 
in each of those areas  
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In these meetings maters around water quality, water availability and river operations, water allocation and 
institutional issues were discussed.   
 
It is important to note that the above-mentioned forums were used as the conduit for information with regard 
to the review and other projects lead by the Department of Water and Sanitation, such as Water Allocation 
Reform.  
 
A Catchment Major Forum consisting of three committee members from all the six sub-catchments was 
established and launched in March 2016. This is geared towards the integration of information sharing and a 
holistic approach on the inputs for the generational Catchment Management Strategy. 
 
Stakeholder Empowerment and Interactions 

 
Stakeholder empowerment workshops conducted with HDI users and Traditional Authorities 

The I&P conducted a number of workshops on water resources management in all the six sub-catchments.  A 
total of 28 capacity building workshops targeting HDIs and other emerging water users were conducted in the 
financial year under review. These workshops focused on the National Water Act, Resource Poor Farmer 
Support, Resource Protection as well as Water Conservation and Water Demand Management.  
 
Awareness Creation  
 
The I&P rolled out a number of Adopt-A-River campaigns throughout the WMA. Communities were 
encouraged to adopt rivers, streams and wetlands and conduct ongoing cleaning activities on order to protect 
the resource.  
 
Number of stakeholder interactions/ involving other external stakeholders 
 
The I&P ongoing bid to establish stakeholder empowerment groups across the catchment management area, 
including the newly amalgamated Usuthu sub-catchment, a wide consultation with identified interests and 
affected groups was made. The Usuthu Footprint Project is a showcase of this endeavour.   
 
A recorded number of 48 consultations is evident through a number of various forums where the I&P 
represented the IUCMA. This ongoing consultative process resulted in the development of a comprehensive 
electronic database detailing all interested and affected parties in the water management area. The database is 
categorised according to sectors so as to give a clear perspective of all stakeholders participating and the 
sector they represent. 
 
Strengthened IWRM knowledge sharing networks 
 
The IUCMA through the I&P division continue to strengthen the sound trans-boundary water management 
relations. The IUCMA fully acknowledges that South Africa has an International Agreement with 
Mozambique and Swaziland (the Inco-Maputo Agreement) in terms of which there must be cooperation on 
water resources management. It is for this reason that the IUCMA has established good working relationship 
with ARA-Sul, which is an equivalent of the IUCMA in southern Mozambique. Sound working relationships 
have also been established with Swaziland and KOBWA. 
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The Basin Women in Water Conference facilitated by the IUCMA was successfully launched and is 
anticipated to rotate amongst the three riparian states in a bid to further strengthen knowledge sharing. Lobby 
meetings were held with strategic partners such as the Water Research Commission, Komati Basin Water 
Authority and Swaziland Water and Agricultural Development Enterprise to partner with the IUCMA in the 
hosting and financing the conference. Another meeting was held in Mozambique with ARA-Sul as the 
Conference seeks to share information on the perspectives of the three riparian states. The I&P is also forming 
part of the Netherlands funded JACANA research project focusing on social, economic and political KPIs that 
would complement the V-STEEP approach. The I&P also provided support to the Olifants proto-CMA 
towards the establishment of the Upper and Lower Olifants CMFs.  
 
The I&P held meetings with municipal managers of some municipalities within the water management area, 
the Department of Minerals and Energy (DMR) and the Department of Rural Development and land reform 
discussing about the scourge of illegal sand mining an the support provided to HDI and emerging farmers.  
The I&P team and the Commuications and Marketing section jointly held exhibitions during the Sustainability 
Week held in the CSIR and other educational platforms through out the financial year.  

 

 

Figure 6: An HDI capacity building meeting at Saselani in Bushbuckridge 
(Sand sub-catchment) 
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Figure 7: An emerging farmer at Mkhwane Farm, 
 Mabola, Dirkkiesdorp (Usuthu) 

 
 

 

Figure 8: Delegates including IUCMA Governing Board members 
in attendance at the Incomati basin Women in Water Conference 

. 

 

Figure 9: Launch of the Water Conservation awareness campaign 
in Kanyamazane (Crocodile) 
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Figure 10: Stakeholders during the consultation for the revised 
water pricing and strategy & norms and standards workshop 

at Kayise Country Lodge in Ermelo. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
&©ßµ≤• 11: Pictures of River Cleaning Campaigns in the IUCMA WMA 
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Corporate Services 
 
The main role of the corporate services section of the IUCMA is to provide support services in terms of 
finance, Human Resource, Information Technology, Records management, Supply Chain management, Risk 
Management and outsourced internal Audit services to the operations departments to ensure they meet their 
operational and strategic objectives. 
 
Key strategic objective related to Corporate Services is to ensure effective and efficient management of 
IUCMA resources. The key activities carried out during the 2015/16 financial year include ensuring 
compliance with financial regulations, treasury regulation implementation and risk management amongst 
others. 
 
Finance and Compliance 
 
This year has seen the enforcement of Cost Containment Measures as implemented by National Treasury, 
which has seen the organisation realising some cost savings. The IUCMA has once again achieved an 
unqualified audit and has complied with all regulatory and compliance requirements.  
 
Tariffs 
 
The IUCMA had two successful tariff consultation sessions in the IUCMA WMA hosted in Nelspruit and Piet 
Retief in the Inkomati and Usuthu Catchments respectively. It is important to note that the tariffs are not 
representative of a full cost recovery of work undertaken by the IUCMA towards water resources 
management in the WMA as they are still partly subsidised through augmentation by the department of Water 
and Sanitation.  
 
Domestic and Industrial (D&I) tariff rose from 1.89c to 2.14 c per cubic meter resulting in an increase of 13% 
from 2015/16. Irrigation (IRR) increased from 1.48c to 1.52c per cubic meter translating into a 2% increase 
from the prior year. Stream Flow Reduction Activity (SFRA) increased from 0.80c to 0.87c per cubic meter.  
 
Human Capital, Information Technology and Broad Based Black Economic Empowerment: 
 
Human Capital and related Policies 
A few key policies were reviewed including internal bursary policy to ensure sustainable good corporate 
governance. Workplace skills Plan (WSP) was submitted to the Energy and Water Sector Education and 
Training Authority (EWSETA) and training did continue to take place in line with the performance 
development plans as mitigating measures to ensure a skilled workforce. 
 
Investment in human resource development forms an integral part of the IUCMA’s long term strategy and a 
skilled workforce is vital for every organisation. The institution developed and implemented strategies to 
attract, develop, engage, motivate and retain talent in the organisation. Our Employment Equity Plan 
continues to be monitored to ensure equity in line with the national government goals. Fourteen IUCMA 
employees were awarded bursaries to further their studies during the year under review.  
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During the course of the year employees attended several courses as well as in-house training sessions 
organised by the IUCMA to ensure cost savings are realised. Staff performance is evaluated quarterly and 
annually and our performance management system provides continuous evaluation and the results thereof also 
inform future training and development programmes. Some employees were also selected to participate in 
knowledge sharing and capacity building workshops held in the Netherlands through the kingfisher project. 
 
Twenty-one (21) Vacant and funded prioritised positions were filled. The IUCMA implemented Graduate 
Development Programme (Internships) and continuously implement succession plan as intervention to ensure 
that the IUCMA has sufficient pool of skills at the right time to fill identified scarce skills positions. Six 
Graduate trainees (interns) in scarce skills areas were appointed in this programme. Four of these interns are 
females 
 
Labour Forum 
Quarterly labour forum meetings were held to improve employee employer relationship and to enhance 
workplace efficiency in the workplace. The regular meetings also contribute to joint decision making on 
matters that affect the employees or the employer. The IUCMA held quarterly staff meetings to communicate 
changes and to provide key strategic information to all employees as well as to improve leadership visibility.  
 
Fraud 
The IUCMA continuously ensures zero tolerance on fraud and corruption through the implementation of the 
Fraud Policy. Fraud Prevention and Fraud awareness workshops are conducted on annual basis and 
enforcement of Disciplinary code and procedure in the IUCMA is ongoing. As result of the above proactive 
interventions, there is no grievance lodged by any employee.  
 
Wellness 
Careways Employee Wellness Service provider, was appointed to provide Employee Wellness services for a 
period of 36 months in September 2015. Careways conducted employee Wellness induction. The IUCMA 
also facilitated wellness programme (life skills programme) to enhance productivity and performance to the 
benefit of both the employee and the employer. Gender focal points priorities resulted into the establishment 
of Men’s forum and Women’s forum. During August 2015, the institution celebrated women’s day. 
 
Information Technology and Records Management 
 
To remain effective in the regulation of the water sector, particularly the water resources management, we 
have to keep abreast with technological developments. The Hydronet project is being progressively 
developed. The river operations website is functioning effectively providing real-time river flow and dam 
level information to the IUCMA. The IT division was established in house to ensure accountability and good 
governance. The IUCMA now has direct link to the WARMS system at the DWS head office in Pretoria and 
that has greatly assisted to resolve customer queries more effectively and timeously. 
 
The year under review has seen the successful implementation and effective maintenance of all the records 
within the IUCMA, including electronic records management systems. Water quality and quantity files are 
continuously updated and maintained. 
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Risk Management 
 
 
The IUCMA is highly committed to Risk Management related matters. In all decision making processes of the 
IUCMA, risk management is always exercised to mitigate any risk that can impact the organization negatively 
and can identify opportunities that may arise in the risk assessment process as part of good corporate 
governance. The IUCMA implements risk management through adherence to PFMA, Treasury Regulations, 
Public Sector Risk Management Framework, COSO and King III Report. 
 
The IUCMA has established a Risk Management Committee (RMC) which includes a Chairperson and a 
Deputy Chairperson who are external members. The Risk Management Committee managed to convene all its 
quarterly meetings for the 2015/16 financial year. The Risk Committee produces 4 (four) Risk Reports 
annually (one in every quarter) and reports to the Audit Committee and the Governing Board. The RMC is 
operating under the following approved policies: 

�  Risk Management Implementation Plan 

�  Risk Management Policy 

�  Risk Management Strategy 

�  Fraud Prevention Policy & Plan 

�  Whistle Blowing Policy 

 

The IUCMA implements and maintains effective, efficient and transparent systems of risk management and 
internal control.  Risk management assists the IUCMA to achieve the following outcomes needed to underpin 
and enhance performance: 
 

• More sustainable and reliable delivery of services;  
• informed decisions underpinned by appropriate rigour and analysis;  
• To protect employees, visitors and assets of the IUCMA;  
• reduced loss;  
• Prevention of fraud and corruption;  
• Better value for money through more efficient use of resources; and  
• Better outputs and outcomes through improved project and programme management. 

 
Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment (BBBEE) 
 
At an industry level, although much still needs to be done, we have seen improvement in terms of work 
awarded in this regard as depicted in the corporate services performance tables in terms of BBBEE spend. The 
IUCMA continuously review its procurement systems and processes to ensure that they are effective, 
efficient, economical, transparent and ethical, in line with the prescripts of the Framework for Supply Chain 
Management, Treasury Regulations, as well as BBBEE legislation. 
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